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THE NEW UFO INTEREST: ScIENTIFIc APPRAISALS

\

physics or someone with highJevel government clearance

Ti-. "ft., 
time, their "victims" turn out to be homemakers,

agricultural workers, or others whose relevant knowledge base

..em. to b. limited to reading UFO enthusiast literature

Even UFO sightings turn out ro be reserved (for the most

part) for those who have not studied the sky in any serious

way. Although the world! supply of professional aslronomers

is not much larger than the population of\Wasilla, Alaska, the

world has many tens of thousands of 
^ctive 

amateu/ astroll-

omers who spend a great deal of time observing the sky You

would think that if UFOs really are alien spacecraft, a large

majority of reported sightings would come from this group'

Yet, unsurprising to astrofomers' you almost never get UFO

."po.ta f.o- experienced amateurs whose understanding of

*ir"t ,h.y r.. in the sky is much more sophisticated than thar

of the average person

All ofwhich does not mean that astronomers in general are

pessimistic about the presence of intelligent life on Plan€ts

"rou,rd 
othe..tars. Indeed, many observations over the last few

decades have increased the level of optimism in the astronomi-

cal community about the potential for life to exist out there'

Primary among these is the discovery of more than 300 planets

around relatively nearby stars, which certainly shows thac plan-

etary systems like our own may be far more common than we

dared to hope. Ve just don't think rhat intelligent aliens are

necessarily visiting Earrh.

The problem is that the stars are fantastically far away' lfour
Sun was the size ofa basketball (instead of864,000 miles across),

Earth would be a small apple seed about thirw,vards away from

the ball. On that scale, the nearest star would be some 4,200

miles (7,000 km) away, and all the other stars would be even far-

therl'l'his is why astronomers are skePtical that aliens are coming

here, briefly picking up a random individual or two, and then

goirg back home. lt seems like an a#ully small reward for such

an enormous travel inn'esrment.L ]
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hen I talk about UFOs in my introductory astron'

omy classes, I always tell my st'rdents that I
abnlutely believe in UFOs. Afrer a brief pause for

incredulous stares. I ask them to think about what the term

UFO actually means. I explain that I fully believe there are

objects in the sky that the average Person may not be able to

iderti!. This does not mean, howevet rhat no one can idendfy

these objecrs. lt only means that they could appear "unidenti-

fied" to someone who is not familiar with the sky or with the

lull rrnge o["ky phenomena thrr carr surprise a novi'e

Indeed, upon more careful investigation' many so-called

UFOs turn out to bc perlectly natural objects or processes in

thc Earth! atmosphere or beyond. As the late Carl Sagan

emphasized, "Extraordinary hypotheses require extraordinary

proof." Surcly, the notioll that some mysterious phenomenon

you briefly observed in the sky mus! be an interstellar space-

craft (and not a h.rman craft' meleot or a bright planet) qual-

ifies as such an "exrra-ordinary" hypothesis! Yet, amazingly'

given rhe number of UFO incidents believers report,^not one

UFO has left behind any proof-a piece of spacecraft mater-

ial or machinery (or even a sandwich wrapper) that laboratory

analysis has shorvn to be ofclearly extraterrestrial origin'

It's also remarkable how unlucky the UFO occupants are in

their choice of people to kidnap. Never do "aliens" seem to

snatch a person with a good knowledge of astronomy or

Andreu Fraknoi is chair ofthe astrotnml depaftmellt dt Foothill
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